
INSTRUCTIONS / নিৰ্দেশিাসমূহ 

 

 Eligible candidates have to fill up the prescribed online forms provided in the 

college website. 

য োগ্য প্ৰোৰ্থীয়ে কযেজৰ যেবছোইটত দি়েো দিৰ্ ধোদৰত অিেোইি প্ৰ-পত্ৰ পূৰণ কদৰব 

েোদগ্ব। 

 

 There will be two modes of admission for the session 2023-24 for the greater 

benefits of students, viz. 

ছোত্ৰ-ছোত্ৰীৰ অদৰ্ক সুদবৰ্োৰ বোযব ২০২৩-২৪ চিৰ িোমভদতধৰ িুটো ৰ্ৰণ ৰ্থোদকব, 

য যি- 

 

 

1. Walk in admission 

 

a) Students securing 55% and above marks in 10+2 examination are 

eligible for walk-in admission  

১০+২ পৰীক্ষোত ৫৫% আৰু তোৰ ওপৰৰ িম্বৰ েোভ কৰো ছোত্ৰ-ছোত্ৰীসকযে 

েোক-ইি িোমভদতধৰ বোযব য োগ্য 

b) For the walk in admission candidates have to carry the hard copy of the 

online submitted form along with all the relevant documents. 

েোক ইি িোমভদতধৰ বোযব প্ৰোৰ্থীসকযে অিেোইি জমো দি়েো প্ৰ-পত্ৰৰ হোৰ্ধ কদপ 

সকযেো প্ৰোসংদগ্ক িদৰ্থ-পত্ৰৰ সসযত সে  োব েোদগ্ব। 

2. Admission based on Merit: 

i) Admissions for the students after the walk-in-admission, will be 

based on merit list to be published later on in the college website. 

েোক-ইি-এৰ্দমছিৰ দপছত ছোত্ৰ-ছোত্ৰীৰ িোমভদতধ, কযেজৰ যেবছোইটত 

প্ৰকোশ কদৰবেগ্ী়েো যমৰ্ো তোদেকোৰ ওপৰত দভদি কদৰ কৰো হ’ব। 

ii) Merit list for admission will be prepared as per the availability of the 

vacant seats. 

খোেী আসিৰ উপেব্ধতো অিুসদৰ িোমভদতধৰ বোযব যমদৰট দেষ্ট প্ৰস্তুত কৰো 

হ’ব। 

Required documents: 

 



A) Photocopies (Attested) of the following documents must be enclosed 

along with the application form - 

i. Acknowledgement receipt (Original copy) of Prospectus.  

ii. Admit Card of HSLC / proof of age. 

iii. Mark sheets of HSLC and HSSLC 

iv. Character certificate from the Head of Institution last attended 

v. Registration Certificate of HSSLC/XII 

vi. Migration Certificate (for students migrating from 

Board/Council/University) 

vii. Caste Certificate (excluding general caste) 

viii. 1 (one) extra copy of passport size photograph (in self-addressed     

envelope) [At the time of Admission]  

ix. Gap certificate (for candidates having break in continuity one or 

more years. Note that, Gap certificate may be issued only by the 

Head of the institution (last attended) or a Gazetted officer. 

 

B) Original Certificate & Mark sheets shall have to be produced at the time 

of interview / Admission (for verification only.) 

C) Applicants selected for admission must make the payment of requisite 

amount in Bank fixed for the purpose. 

D) Identity Card will be issued by office. For Library card separate form will 

be issued from the library and shall have to be filled up and submitted to 

the Librarian. 

 

 

NOTE:  

Choose your core 3 minor subjects as per your desired major but the final major 

subject will be declared in the fourth semester as per Gauhati University 

(FYUGP, NEP-2020). They are advised to go through the following Gauhati 

University websites for latest updates. https://nep.gauhati.ac.in/ 

দশক্ষোৰ্থীৰ আকোংদক্ষত যমজৰ অিুসদৰ মূে ৩টো দবষ়ে বোদছ েওক , দকন্তু যগ্ৌহোটী 

দবশ্বদবিযোে়েৰ প্ৰক্ৰি়েো (FYUGP, NEP-2020) অিুসদৰ চতুৰ্থ ধ ষোন্মোদসকত চূডোন্ত যমজৰ 

https://nep.gauhati.ac.in/


দবষ়ে য োষণো কৰো হ'ব। যশহতী়েো তৰ্থযৰ বোযব তেত দি়েো যগ্ৌহোটী দবশ্বদবিযোে়েৰ 

যেবছোইট সমূহৰ মোযজযৰ  োবলে পৰোমশ ধ দি়েো সহযছ | https://nep.gauhati.ac.in/ 

 

 

 

Important dates: 

Walk-In-admission : from 07 June, 2023 to 10 June,2023 

Venue: Teachers Common Room, BIRJHORA MAHAVIDYALAYA 

FORM FILL UP starts from 07/06/2023 

 

 

How to apply: 

1. Candidates have to fill-up an online admission form available in the 

college website birjhoramahavidyalaya.in . 

2. Using following steps   

a. Admission 2023-24 > New registration > register > preview and 

submit 

3. Candidates are requested to fill-up the form with valid data. 

4. After register, they can Login to the portal using their phone number, roll 

no and date of birth provided during registration. 

5. Required documents need to upload to the portal each of 100kb or less  

a. One passport size photograph of size 100Kb or less. 

b. Class 12th Board / HS Mark sheet of size 100Kb or less. 

c. Class 12th Board / HS Certificate (only if available) of size 100Kb 

or less. 

6. Candidates have to attached photocopies of all relevant documents 

mentioned above. 

7. Original copy of acknowledgement receipt must be enclosed with the Hard 

copy of Application form. 

https://nep.gauhati.ac.in/
https://birjhoramahavidyalaya.in/


8. NB: Acknowledgement receipt will get from the college office after issuing 

the prospectus. 

 

 

 

                                                                  Principal 

 

                                                                   Birjhora Mahavidyalaya  

 


